FIGHT FOR CHANGE.

TELL YOUR STORY.

Help MS BWR provide the information needed to rectify problems that are ailing our community.
Over 20,000 Black women fall into the state’s healthcare coverage gap. The healthcare gap they fall into is a catchall for the traumatizing medical experiences women encounter. Through the MS Voices project, MS BWR and its partners want to amplify Black women’s stories to affect change in Mississippi healthcare.

ABOUT MS VOICES
This project builds power through grassroots organizing and leadership development by equipping community members with communications skills and advocacy knowledge. Thus, providing them with transferable skills to help them take the lead and build power within their communities. This will be done in partnership with community-based organizations to effectively advocate for healthcare coverage and economic security for low and middle-income Mississippi women.

ABOUT MS BWR
The Mississippi Black Women’s Roundtable is dedicated to addressing the educational advancement, economic security, health and wellness, education and global empowerment of women, with a special emphasis on Black women and girls. In order for the organization to provide adequate advocacy, we need your help explaining the problems that plague our women.

SPEAK UP.
BE HEARD.
The MSBWR is looking for voices to speak up about the issues that are keeping women from receiving the healthcare they need and deserve.

Help MS BWR provide the information needed to rectify problems that are ailing our community.

If you have an experience to share, text the keyword “MSVOICES” TO (833) 621-1953.

All participants whose stories are featured will receive $200.